JPEG is a common image format in the world wide web. JPEG-compressed images can be used to hide data for secret internet communication and simply any auxiliary data. In this paper, we propose an algorithm called J-Mark to embed invisible watermark information into JPEG compressed images in the compress domain. There are three parts of J-Mark: block selection, DCT coefficient selection, and modification of selected DCT coefficients. Only the texture blocks with significant masking properties are selected in block selection. Only the DCT coefficients with significant energy in the selected blocks are selected. The watermark data are embedded as the "randomized parity" in the selected DCT coefficients. The embedded data can be recovered perfectly in the compressed domain without fully decoding the JPEG image. Experiment results suggest that the proposed J-Mark can hide the watermarking data without detectable visual artifacts. Although the data hiding capacity differs among images, some parameter of J-Mark can be used to achieve tradeoff between data hiding capacity and visual quality.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, digital images can be captured easily with scanners, digital cameras and camcorders, and transmitted over the Internet. As a result, digital images appear widely in the internet and the world wide web (WWW) and in storage media such as CD-ROM and DVD. One of the most popular image formats used is JPEG, which can achieve high compression while retaining high image quality. Associated with the widespread circulation of images are issues of copyright infringement, authentication and privacy. One possible solution is to embed some invisible watermarks into the images.
Digital watermarking [1] is a process to embed some digital data called watermark into an image. While some watermarks are visible [2] , most watermarks of interest are invisible. There are many classes of invisible watermarks for different applications such as fragile watermarks and robust watermarks. Fragile watermarks are designed to be broken easily by image processing operations. The broken watermark serves as an indication of alteration of the original image. Major applications include tampering detection of images placed on the WWW and authentication of images received from questionable sources. Robust watermarks are required to remain in the watermarked image even after it has been attacked. The attacks may be hostile attacks such as statistical averaging, signal processing, watermark estimation and removal, watermark counterfeiting, etc. The attacks may also be casual or unintended attacks which are common image processing such as filtering, compression, scaling, cropping, etc. Some methods include spread spectrum in the frequency domain [3] and the incorporation of perceptual models [4] . Major applications include ownership establishment, copyright and distribution control. Data hiding watermarks, also called steganography, are used to embed data in the images with the intention to have the data recovered perfectly at the receiver. Such methods usually assume that there are no hostile or even casual attacks. Error control coding is usually used to combat channel noise and casual signal processing. Major applications include secret communication over the internet and embedding of value-added auxiliary data with such low economic values that there is no motivation for hostile attack. In this paper, we are concern about data hiding watermarks.
There are many existing data hiding watermarks. Some inserts the invisible data into the least insignificant bits (LSB) of the uncompressed image [5] . Some inserts into LSB only around image contours [6] . Some hides small geometric patterns called tags in regions where the tags would be least visible [7] , such as the very bright, very dark or texture regions. Some embeds watermark in the histogram [8] . Some chooses random pairs of image points and increase the brightness of one and decrease that of the other [9] . Some adds a small positive number to random locations as specified by the binary watermark pattern and use statistical hypothesis testing to detect the presence of watermark [10] . Some uses dynamic systems (toral automorphism) to generate chaotic orbits which are dense in the spatial domain and hide the watermark at the seemingly chaotic locations [11] . Some uses spread spectrum technique to hide data in the log-2 spatial domain [12] . In this paper, we are concerned about data hiding in the DCT domain in JPEG images.
While there are many robust watermarks in the DCT domain such as [3] , there are relatively fewer existing data hiding watermarking techniques in DCT domain. Some embeds watermark bits as pseudorandom sequences in the frequency domain [13] . Some hides watermarks by removing or retaining selected DCT coefficients [14] . Some hides watermark in JPEG images by forcing selected DCT blocks to satisfy certain linear or circular constraint [15] . Some selects from some pre-defined pairs or triplets of DCT coefficients and uses their relative strength to encode a bit of the watermark pattern [16] . Some embeds watermark patterns in the quantization module after DCT [17] or in selected blocks based on human visual models [18] . Some utilizes inter-block correlation by forcing DCT coefficients of a block to be greater or smaller than the average of the neighboring blocks [19] . Some modifies selected DCT coefficients by random shuffling and table lookup embedding [20] . In [21] , we proposed an algorithm called DC-Hide which hides watermark in the DC components of texture blocks in JPEG image.
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm called J-Mark which is an improvement over the DC-Hide algorithm. J-Mark embeds watermark as randomized parity in selected significant DCT coefficients in selected texture blocks in JPEG images.
In this paper, the data to be hidden may be pre-processed, in any arbitrary order, by one or more of these invertible operations: re-ordering, padding, scrambling, encryption, transformation, source coding or compression, error correction/control coding, etc before being embedded into the JPEG images. In all cases, when the embedded data is read out or recovered, the inverse of each of the operations applied during the pre-processing is applied in reverse order to recover the original data.
HIDING DATA IN JPEG IMAGES
In this section, we propose an algorithm called J-Mark to hide data in JPEG images with negligible visual degradation. J-Mark can be applied as shown in Figures 1 and 2 . In Figure 1 , J-Mark embeds hidden watermark into a JPEG compressed image to generate another JPEG image with the hidden data. Three steps are involved: block selection, DCT coefficient selection and the modification of the selected DCT coefficients in the selected blocks. Alternatively, J-Mark can operate on an uncompressed image by compressing it with JPEG with the target quality factor and quantization table and applying the processing in Figure 1 to the resulting JPEG image. We assume that the output JPEG image from J-Mark would not be transcoded or processed further before the hidden data are extracted. In other words, we assume that there are no hostile attacks or casual signal processing on the JPEG compressed image. Under our assumption, the hidden data can be extracted perfectly. The watermark extraction is shown in Figure 2 which involves block selection, DCT coefficient selection and watermark retrieval from the selected DCT coefficients in the selected blocks.
In JPEG compression, an image X is divided into 8x8 disjoint blocks to which discrete cosine transform (DCT), quantization and variable length coding are applied. Consider an 8x8 block in the image. Let { }
be the pixels within the block. Let { } frequency DCT coefficients cannot be used because such coefficients tend to be small for natural images while the corresponding entries in the quantization matrix tend to be large due to the insensitivity of the human eye to high frequency details. Consequently, the high frequency ) , ( j i y q tend to be zero after quantization, especially when the bit rate is low and the p Q is large. The selected blocks and the selected low frequency ) , ( j i y q need to be identified consistently during encoding and decoding so that the hidden data can be extracted correctly at the receiver.
Block Selection for Data Hiding
J-Mark may hide 1, 2, 3 or more bits in an 8x8 block. However, not all blocks will be used. From our experiments, we observe that even a slight change in the quantized DC or the low frequency DCT coefficients can cause visual artifacts in the smooth regions, such as the shoulder region of Lena. However, in texture rich regions such as the hair and hat of Lena, a small change in such quantized DCT coefficients can be perceptually undetectable due to the masking effect of the textures. As a result, only the texture-rich blocks are used in the proposed J-Mark to embed the watermark information. This gives rise to two problems. One problem is the way to identify the texture-rich blocks during the data hiding process. The second problem is the way to ensure that the texture-rich blocks can be identified during the data extraction process.
There are many ways to identify texture-rich blocks in other applications such as rate control, etc. Typically, they classify blocks according to some kind of activity measures such as variance [22] , texture energy [23] , bandpass energy [21] , total variation [24] , etc. When the activity measure of a block is larger than some threshold, the block is classified as a texture block, and vice versa. Spatial measures such as variance and total variation can be applied on the original image during the compression. However, the original image is not available at the decoder in our JPEG data hiding application and thus there is a possibility of choosing the wrong blocks for watermark retrieval at the decoder using spatial measures.
However, spatial measures can be consistent if they are applied on the reconstructed images during encoding and the data hiding procedure does not change the measures such that the same values are obtained at the decoder. In DCHide [21] , we used the bandpass energy of the reconstructed image to select the blocks consistently. We applied a bandpass filter and examined the resulting energy within the block to identify the texture-rich blocks. As DC-Hide would only change the DC coefficients, the bandpass energy is preserved in the data hiding and thus the block selection can be performed consistently. Although bandpass energy of the reconstructed image are effective in the block selection, the computational requirement to obtain the reconstructed image at the encoder is high which is undesirable.
In J-Mark, we use another consistent way to select the texture blocks. We use the AC energy of selected quantized DCT coefficients to select the texture blocks. To avoid selecting smooth regions and the edge blocks, we compute the energy AC E of only some of the reconstructed DCT coefficients,
where Ν is the shaded region in Figure 3 . The region Ν does not include the DC coefficient such that blocks with different brightness are treated equally. The outer layer of DCT coefficients are not included so as to avoid extracting edge blocks which tend to have lots of energy in these coefficients.
Blocks of Figure 4 will not be selected, but the center block in case (b) will be selected. We typically choose 1 N to be 6 to suppress false detection and avoid small isolated texture blocks and texture boundary blocks.
As will be explained in the next section, some DCT coefficients shown in Figure 5 are candidates for watermarking and may be altered. Although this may change some of the AC coefficients in Ν of the chosen texture blocks, the AC coefficients are changed in such a way that the AC E of the chosen textures blocks at the decoder remain larger than the threshold 1
T and would continue to be classified as texture blocks at the encoder. And there are no changes to the nonchosen blocks and their AC E such that there is no change to their texture block classification. In other words, the texture block classification remain the same at both the encoder and the decoder. Consequently, the same blocks would be chosen at the decoder and the block selection is consistent.
DCT Coefficient Selection
Zero, one or more bits are embedded in the chosen blocks. As most high frequency coefficients tend to be zero after quantization especially when the bit rate is low, only the low frequency DCT coefficients shown in Figure 5 are considered as candidates for data hiding. The amount of embedded bits within a chosen block depend on the energy profile of the candidates. Any candidate DCT coefficient whose absolute magnitude is less than a threshold 2 T is eliminated. We choose at most 2 N out of the remaining candidates because too many altered DCT coefficients can result in visually detectable artifacts.
In rare cases, all the candidates will be eliminated. 
Modification of Selected DCT Coefficients in Selected Blocks
J-Mark uses 'randomized parity' to embed one bit of watermark data into one selected quantized DCT coefficient of a selected 8x8 block. As mentioned before, the watermark data may be preprocessed. Suppose the is altered in such a way that the resulting 'randomized parity' is the same as k w .
The pseudo-random number k n is uniformly distributed between two positive real numbers 1 R and 2 R , generated with a user-defined key. The purpose of the 'randomized parity' is to implement user access control. The key is needed for the watermark extraction. If We propose two ways to choose β . The first way is a simple way which we will call 1 β :
With this choice, the AC E of the selected block at the decoder is greater or equal to the AC E at the encoder and the block selection would be consistent. The absolute magnitude of the selected DCT coefficients at the decoder is also greater than or equal to that at the encoder such that the DCT coefficient selection remains consistent.
With this choice, the worse case distortion to the th j i ) , ( DCT coefficient caused by the watermarking is about
. This is one of the reasons for our choice of the candidate DCT coefficients shown in Figure 5 β , but the distortion of 2 β is minimized which makes the computation worthwhile.
Watermark Retrieval
To retrieve the watermark at the decoder, the watermarked JPEG image is processed as shown in Figure  2 . It is assumed that no transcoding or other processing is performed on the watermarked image. The block selection is the same as that described in section 2.1. In other words, the AC E is computed for every 8x8 block. Those blocks with 1 T E AC > are declared texture blocks. The textures blocks with at least 1 N neighboring texture blocks are selected. By design, the selected texture blocks at the decoder are identical to those selected at the encoder. The DCT coefficient selection is also the same as that described in section 2.2. In the selected block, 2 N or fewer candidate DCT coefficients with energy greater than or equal to 2 T are selected. To decode the watermark, the user-defined key is used to generate the pseudo-random numbers k n . The watermark k w is decoded as
. If preprocessing was applied before the data hiding watermarking, the inverse operation is applied to recover the original data.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed J-Mark algorithm is simulated on two 512x512 gray scale images, 'Lena' and 'Pepper'. The images were compressed by JPEG using different p Q to achieve different visual qualities. The visual quality measure used is the peak signal-to-noise ratio, ( ) Table 2 . In the second experiment, 1 T is fixed and either 1 β or 2 β are used. The results are shown in Table 3 . N is chosen to be 6. The DCT candidate selection threshold 2 N is chosen to be 3.
MSE PSNR

The fixed 1
T in the second and fourth experiment is chosen to be 800. Consider Table 2 , which are significantly lower than the corresponding numbers in Lena. This is probably because the Pepper image contains very few texture blocks. However, the PSNR loss in Pepper is much smaller than in Lena, being less than or equal to 0.06dB in all cases.
In Table 3 , the 1
T is fixed at 800 which will be contrasted with the variable 1 T in Table 2 Table 3 , which is fewer than the 2465 bits at 500 1 = T in Table 2 . The corresponding PSNR loss of 0.04dB in Table 3 is lower than the 0.06dB in Table 2 . For p Q ranging from 1.0 to 3.0, the 1 T in Table 3 is smaller than that in Table 2 such that more data bits can be hidden in Table 3 than in Table 2 . The tradeoff is that when 1 T is smaller in Table 3 , the PSNR loss due to J-Mark is also larger in Table 3 than in Table 2 The PSNR loss in Lena is 0.64dB at 0 . 3 = p Q to embed 1364 bits in Table 3 compared with the 0.25dB to hide 522 bits in Table 2 T as a function of p Q to achieve constant embedded data rate or constant PSNR loss or other desirable profiles. However, such a function would most likely be different for different images. The bit rate change due to J-Mark tends to be negligibly small.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm called J-Mark to embed watermarking data into a JPEG image. The J- 
